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ubermosh original soundtrack

Super fun game and looks amazing too. I haven't really seen many games like this. I'm keen to see what they add to the game.
It's definitely worth the price tag.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKy2kB3Acso. I came across this game in the Overload forums, and damn am I glad that I
did! It is fantastic. I just finished my first playthrough and loved every second of it. I wont speak too much on the mechanics of
the game, because I think that the way it shows\/teaches you is perfect, and I wont spoil that.

The sound design is great. The way one person explained it in the forums for Overload was "fruity" and I think that fits pretty
well. Once you hear it, you will understand. The music is great. I love the level design and the variation in enemies throughout.
The pacing of the game felt great to me as well. The upgrade system works really well and is implemented perfectly here.

This is hands down my favorite twin stick shooter. I am ashamed that it took me two years to find it. Well done dev's, well done.

Going to start a New Game (+) now :).. Really love this game! It's a lot like Grand Ages: Rome, and this makes sense since it's
from the same publisher and developer. The gameplay feels more fluid than the aforementioned title, and the graphics? Wow!
Significantly improved. Not just improved, but impressive, and the pure graphical quality came as a bit of a shock. Especially
since I have played many newer titles with LESS graphic quality which run quite a bit slower. The tutorials are also very well
done and more than adequately guide new players through most of the gameplay topics. Certainly recommend.. They are
continually teasing content for this so-called "big update". How about instead of teasing it, update the ♥♥♥♥ing game already?
Never buy ANYTHING from Intermarum. Big bunch of scammers.. planesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanespl
anesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplan
esplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanes
planesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanespl
anesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplanesplan
esplanesplanesplanesplanes. I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor!
:Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:
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Greetings Everyone, still getting back on track with my reviews but today I\u2019ll be looking into War for the Overworld, a
dungeon builder strategy game. I\u2019ve been a fan of dungeon building games since I was a child going all the way back to
the original Dungeon Keeper so don\u2019t claim (and never do) a lack of bias but does War for the Overworld create an
enjoyable experience? Let\u2019s find out. Please note, this game has a lot of expansions and add-ons but I am only covering
the core game itself, if I ever get any of the expansions I will cover them individually.

Dungeon Keeper 2.5: This game immediately comes off of a classic game re-imagined with modern mechanics and quality of
life improvements. The graphics themselves are nothing exceptional (even during release) but hold up well, the same can be said
about the story telling and audio. The game doesn\u2019t try to be overly funny (a common thing found in the dungeon builder
genre) or serious, maintaining a typical story I didn\u2019t find myself caring about much but provided a bit to at least have a
reason to be where I was doing what I was. This overall old-school design both makes me nostalgic but also reminds me why
some of the techniques, graphics and overall design were abandoned.

I learned it from you: This game is truly a spiritual successor to the original Dungeon Keeper games, it really doesn\u2019t
innovate much beyond that or provide any new mechanics beyond that. Don\u2019t get me wrong, the gameplay is still solid and
enjoyable. This is not a slight but simply an observation, in many ways it feels like a sequel instead of a completely different
game. This is both a great thing and a bit of an issue. If you are fond of the genre you\u2019ll grab this because you love it and
enjoy the game but it doesn\u2019t break the mold, but more bring the series into the modern age of gaming. I felt games like
Evil Genius and Dungeons 2 (the first one I didn\u2019t care much for) did a much better job at innovating but again I
haven\u2019t played the DLC as of yet.

Better than the mobile: There are some problems with this game however, the UI seems to be in need of updating, feeling like a
computer game from the 90s at times and occasionally the game will lock up for 5-10 seconds at a time for no apparent reason.
The game also locked up on me a few times within the hours played and seems to lose some frames on larger maps. I also
didn\u2019t care for the overly pixilated mini-map design, especially during early levels as it just looked gaudy and difficult to
use. At later levels due to limit of colors it can be difficult to identify things on your map and as a RTS player this disappointed
me greatly. Another area I am not overly fond of are the timed levels, for me dungeon building games have always been a game
of strategy, not tactics and have a much slower pace than their core RTS cousins. This left me with levels where I was pushing to
beat as soon as possible without exploring the map and utilizing the new components introduced in the game. This is reflected in
the bonus objectives too, I\u2019d rather have interesting bonus objectives like beat the level without cultists than just a timed
objective. Finally, the game could use a bit of update on the minion selection window, using the portraits is a good thing but
when looking at a large dungeon it is hard to select the minion type you want as so much data is over the portrait that you
can\u2019t see what it is without going back to previous menus to verify.

Overall, I feel this game is the closest dungeon builder you are going to get to the classic \u201cDungeon Keeper\u201d series,
for better and worse. There is a lot to love and bit to dislike but overall it is a good game and worth the purchase if you are fond
of the Dungeon Builder Genre (Please Evil Genius 2). As mentioned above there is a lot of DLC as well so this isn\u2019t a one
and done style game. Highly recommend, Enjoy!. You will be disapointed that how the game functions. The online gaming is
beyond bad and even the training mode has lag spikes when the match search is on... I don't recommend this to anyone until they
fix this net code thing.. Fun game, glad I got to play it during the time my internet was down, hehe.
Very short and challenging at first, but when you get in the flow, it's done in like 20 minutes. I reviewed the game at the
greenlight, and I'm happy for the developer it got released.. Better and more addicting than hearthstone. I am a fan of Dark
Souls and if you are too I have some news for you, this game is nothing like that. You jump and try to avoid obstacles while
getting to the end of the level. You could hypothetically kill enemies if you want and if you are depraved enough to learn the
fighting controls. It is not the worst game I have ever played, but it is definitely not worth mentioning. Oh I played The Warrior
Of Treasures. Oh cool what is that about? I don't know I forgot.

I finished the game in less than half an hour and was going to go for a refund but you know what, I have faith that one day this
guy will release some really awesome games. Until then, buckle up and enjoy this game over and over.. As a puzzle game, I can't
recommend this - the good puzzles are few and far between, and many are effectively guessing which of the many possible
correct answers you're supposed to give. The bulk of the game is a walking sim in the dark.

As a narrative game... ehh. There's nothing new or special. It goes on too long and has so much backtracking. If it were half the
length it would've left a better impression.. shortest dlc ever made in games
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